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ABSTRACT In recent years, the convolutional and recurrent neural networks are widely applied in traffic

prediction tasks. Traffic speed prediction is an important and challenging topic in intelligent transportation

systems. In this case, this paper proposes a hybrid deep learning structure for short-term traffic speed

prediction, which combines convolutional neural networks and long short-term memory neural networks

together. External factors such as weather condition and air quality can also affect the driving behavior

of travelers and cause fluctuation of traffic speed. Based on theories in traffic engineering, we propose a

data-fusion method to measure the impact of environmental factors. To enhance the performance of our

model, we introduced attention mechanism to our model. With convolutional block attention module, our

network could emphasize important channels and pixels of input features and suppress unnecessary ones.

Comparing with several deep learning methods and hybrid deep learning structures, an experiment in one

region of Suzhou which contains 909 links shows the outperformance of our model. Under different time

steps, the prediction error of our model is lower than any other methods in urban expressway, primary-

arterial, secondary-arterial, and branch-road. The results indicate that the spatial dependencies, the temporal

correlations, and environmental impact should not be ignored in traffic speed prediction tasks.

INDEX TERMS Traffic speed prediction, convolutional neural network, long short-term memory, attention

mechanism, environmental factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the rapid progress of urbanization

and motorization has caused many urban problems, such as

traffic congestion in metropolises around China. According

to China Urban Transportation Report in 2019 released by

Baidu, people in Beijing and Chongqing will cost more than

twice the time (2.165 and 2.040) on the same road during rush

hour. In order to meet people’s traffic demand and mitigate

these problems, governments have taken much efforts in

traffic planning and urban traffic infrastructures. However,

it is impossible to completely satisfy the increasing traffic

demand with limited land resources. Therefore, improving

the efficiency of the existing roads is important and neces-

sary [1]. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) has been

widely applied in China [2], [3]. As one of the most important

topics in ITS, precise short-term traffic speed prediction is
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useful in road guidance and speed inducing, which can help

drivers to avoid traffic congestion and get fast, safe, and

comfortable trip experience [4], [5].

So far, numerous studies have proposed various models

for traffic speed prediction. These models can be mainly

divided into two divisions: parametric and non-parametric

models [6], [7]. Machine learning approaches like neural

networks (NNs) have been widely applied in ITS and perform

well [8]. However, traditional NNs fail to extract the spatial

and temporal correlations among different road links in traf-

fic prediction tasks. In recent years, advanced sensing and

computing technologies bring us multi-source heterogeneous

data of our city [9]. At the same time, deep learning methods

achieved great success in computer vision (CV) and natural

language process (NLP). Among these various deep learning

methods, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is widely

utilized in traffic speed prediction to extract spatial rela-

tionships among different road links. As a special recurrent

neural networks (RNNs), long short-term memory networks
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(LSTMs) is powerful to capture the temporal evolution pat-

tern of time-series data such as traffic state parameters and

traffic demand prediction [46]. LSTMs is prevalent in related

speed prediction works [4], [10]–[13]. With the combination

of CNNs, LSTMs and graph neural networks (GCNs), etc.,

researchers build remarkable spatiotemporal deep learning

structures [10], [14]. But problems such as complex data

preprocessing and restriction of input (e.g., adjacent matrix)

cause low portability of these models. External factors such

as weather condition and air quality can affect the driving

behavior of travelers and cause fluctuation of traffic speed.

By taking these environmental factors into consideration,

our model will be more corresponding to reality and get

better results as well [15]. In this paper, we propose a hybrid

deep learning framework based on two dimensional CNNs

(2D CNNs) and LSTMs for short-term traffic speed predic-

tion. We also introduce attention mechanism to improve our

model. The contributions of our work are two-fold:

1) We design a hybrid deep learning structure HDL-net

for short-term traffic speed prediction. HDL-net com-

bines multi-2DCNN layers and LSTMs together to

capture the spatial and temporal correlations of traf-

fic speed among different road links. Comparing with

sequence-based and grid-based model, HDL-net is

highly-portable. HDL-net focuses on partial road net-

work structure for each road link, and the input data

is quite simple. We also introduce convolutional block

attention module (CBAM), a widely-used attention

block in CNNs to enhance the performance of our

model.

2) We introduce a convictive data-fusion method to mea-

sure the impact of external features. This method

matches the theory of free flow speed calculating in

traffic engineering field.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the lit-

erature review of traffic prediction, including parametric and

non-parametric approaches. Section III introduces the details

of the hybrid deep learning framework (HDL-net). We illus-

trate the mechanism of CNNs, LSTMs, CBAMs and data

preprocessing approaches in ourwork. In Section IV, an urban

road network with 909 road links in Suzhou is employed

for the validation of our model. We use mean absolute

error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) to

measure the performance of ourmodel with several prevailing

deep learning architectures. We present conclusions of our

work in section V.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The presented methods for traffic prediction can be classified

into two categories: parametric models and non-parametric

models.

A. PARAMETRIC MODELS

The parametric model presumes that the traffic speed follows

a probability distribution with a fixed set of parameters.

In primary studies, researchers focused on techniques of

time series data analysis. Auto-Regressive Moving Average

model (ARMA), a classical method in series data analy-

sis, was introduced in traffic prediction by Smith et al. [16].

Hamed et al. proposed autoregressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA) with the order (0,1,1), which per-

forms well in volume and occupancy prediction [17]. W.

Min and L. Wynter developed multivariate spatial-temporal

auto-regressive (MSTAR) to extract spatial dependency of

traffic speed [18]. Next, Ding et al. introduced a single

space-time autoregressive integrated moving average model

(STARIMA) which effectively describe the spatiotemporal

variation of traffic flow [19]. Another widely used model is

Kalman filter (KF). It has been applied in traffic flow predic-

tion on freeway and achieved fantastic result in travel time

prediction [20], [21]. Besides, Markov logic network (MLN)

and exponential smoothing (ES) method are prevailing meth-

ods in traffic flow and congestion state prediction [22], [23].

B. NON-PARAMETRIC MODELS

The non-parametric model is data-driven and it makes

no distribution assumptions. The number of parameters in

these models is related to the scale of the training data.

Recent advances in machine learning field brings researchers

new tools for traffic prediction. An example is K-nearest

neighbor (KNN) non-parameter regression method [24].

Neural network based (NN-based) model is a prevailing

non-parametric approach, which can approximate complex

nonlinear function. With NN’s excellent capability of learn-

ing features from multi-dimensional data, Huang et al. con-

sidered weather condition as environmental factors in their

model [25]. Yin et al. applied fuzzy neural networks (FNNs)

for traffic forecasting in high-speed network. In related

works, Tang et al. improved the model to extract periodic

features [26], [27].

In recent years, researchers begun to focus on the appli-

cation of deep learning methods in traffic prediction. For

instance, the deep belief networks (DBFs) and stacked auto

encoder (SAEs) achieved great improvements over traditional

NNs [28], [29]. However, these methods are weak in cap-

turing time-series characteristics. To overcome this problem,

recurrent neural networks, such as LSTMs are utilized in

traffic speed forecasting. LSTMs could adjust the time lag

automatically and capture long-term temporal features of the

speed data [13]. Even so, problems still exist in modelling

temporal patterns. Great success in CV shows the capa-

bility of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract

spatial dependencies. Following this, researchers proposed

spatiotemporal deep learning models by combining different

networks together. Wu et al. conducted a short-term traf-

fic flow prediction model [30]. They combined 1D CNNs

and LSTMs together to mine the spatiotemporal correla-

tions of traffic speed. They converted the speed values of

all the road links on one timestamp into one dimensional

vector (sequence), which ignored the topological relation-

ship of road links. Yu et al. developed a grid-based network
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FIGURE 1. Mechanism of grid-based model for traffic speed prediction.
Grid G covers one segment of the road network, the pixel value
SG = S3 = 20km/h. If one grid contains two or more road segments, the
speed value of this grid will be the average speed of these road segments.

segmentation method named spatiotemporal recurrent convo-

lutional networks (SRCNs) for traffic speed predicting. This

model combines deep 2D CNNs and LSTMs together [14].

Fig. 1 illustrates the mechanism of grid-based method in

traffic speed prediction. High-precision geographic data of

the entire road network is indispensable in grid-based model.

Smaller grid-size indicates better inputs and results, but

harder works in data preprocessing at the same time. Graph

convolutional neural networks (GCNs) is prevalent in traffic

predicting during recent years [10], [31], [32]. GCNs works

well in non-Euclidean structure for its excellent ability in

spatial correlations processing [33]. However, the adjacent

matrix of the entire road network is necessary in GCNs.

In addition, traffic speed of one road section is mainly influ-

enced by those links connecting with it for traffic flow merg-

ing and diverging. Usingmulti-layers GCNs to get multi-level

spatial relationship makes little sense. To address these draw-

backs, this paper represents a novel deep learning structure

HDL-net. For each partial road network structure, we can get

column vector of traffic speed. We compose all the vectors

horizontally together to form a graph and learn the evolution

process of road speed as a video with multi-2DCNN layers

and LSTMs. Besides, we use CBAM to improve our model.

Comparing with several deep learning methods, HDL-net

can effectively extract high-level spatiotemporal features of

traffic speed data. The inputs of HDL-net are very simple.

It has good generalization ability for different road networks.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we illustrate the details of our works. In sub-

section A, we discuss internal feature: traffic speed. We give

definitions of road links and road speed classification. Sub-

section B introduces 2D CNNs and how we converted speed

data of different links at different timestamp into tensors.

Subsection C shows the mechanism of CBAM. In subsection

D, the structures of LSTM cells and networks are given. Then

we discuss the impact of external features and shows the ideas

about data-fusion in subsection E. Finally, the data processing

approaches and the overview structure of the HDL-net and

our work is illustrated in subsection F.

FIGURE 2. A road network with 14 links.

A. INTERNAL FEATURE

In this section, a simple road network with 14 links is built to

illustrate the road structure and explain the idea of road speed

and road link classification.

In Fig. 2, the solid circles (e.g., N1 and N2) refer to connec-

tion nodes, which represent the start and end points of road

links. Arrows indicate road links with fixed directions (e.g.,

Link1 and Link2). The empty circle with dashed line contains

part of the road network structure (e.g., circle P1). For each

road link, there are several links connecting with it. These

links can be divided into four categories. Take link 3 as an

example:

1) Inflow links (ILs): Links pointing to the start point of

link k (link 1, 2). ILs include on-ramps to the start point

of link k.

2) Outflow links (OLs): Links pointing out the end of link

k (link 6, 7, 8). OLs include off-ramps from the end

point of link k.

3) Same start links (SLs): Links with the same start point

as link k (link 4). SLs are off-ramps from the start point

of link k.

4) Same end links (ELs): Links with the same end point

as link k (link 5). ELs are on-ramps to the end point of

link k.

Table. 1 gives some examples about link-classification

based on this road network. As we mentioned before, P1
describes the connection relationship between link 3 and its

neighbors. In this paper, we focus on the spatial relationship

of one road within this circle.

TABLE 1. Examples of link classification based on the road network in
Fig. 2.

Traffic speed of these links are named correspondingly as

inflow speed (IS), outflow speed (OS), same start speed (SS),

and same end speed (ES). Assume that there are a set number

of observed speed records from all the links, which contains

features like link id, timestamp and observed speed value, etc.

According to (1), we can get the average speed of one link
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during specific time period.

Skv =
1

m

m∑

i=0

S ikv (1)

where Skv and S ikv represent the average speed and ith
observed record of link k during period v. m is equal to

the number of these records. For instance, if there are

200 observed speed records in link 6 from 12:00 to 12:15,

the average speed of link 6 in this time period will be the

mean value of these 200 records.

S̄6,12:00−12:15 =
1

200

200∑

i=1

S i6,12:00−12:15 (2)

Due to the variety of road network structure, the link-

number in each category is different. In order to build a speed

vector with determinate size, we use average speed which

is defined in (2) to represent the traffic speed of each link

category. The 2D CNNs introduced in Section B is based on

these representative speed values.

Skc =
1

n

n∑

i=0

S ikc (3)

Skc and S
i
kc indicate the representative speed value and the

ith speed value of category c in link k . m is the number of

links in category c. Links 3 and 12 are used to illustrate the

calculating process as follows in Table. 2. As Fig. 2 shows,

there are notOLs or ELs connecting with link 12. We use null

to mark links which do not exist.

TABLE 2. Example of representative speed value calculating.

B. SPEED-TENSOR AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Up to now, many studies have proved that CNNs is suitable

for training data with strong spatial correlations, such as

crowd flow, traffic speed, etc. From the perspective of input

size and filter size, CNN can be mainly divided into 3 cate-

gories. We list the main idea of these CNN-based models in

traffic prediction as follows:

1) 1D CNNs (sequence-based model): traffic data

to sequence, mining spatial or temporal correla-

tions [34], [35].

2) 2D CNNs (grid-based model): traffic data to image,

mainly for capturing spatial relationships [11], [14].

FIGURE 3. (a) Full view of Suzhou, China and overview of grid-based
crowd flow prediction method (picture from Google Earth) (b) Schematic
diagram of urban road (c) Speed value to speed-tensor and 2D CNNs with
rectangular filter.

3) 3D CNNs (grid-based model): traffic data to images

with different channels, extracting spatial and temporal

dependencies simultaneously [36].

In traffic prediction model, deeper CNN structure indicates

wider cognitive field [11]. Fig. 3(a) gives an example of

grid-based model for crowd flow prediction. It takes time

for pedestrians and cars to move from one region to another.

In short-term traffic prediction, the crowd flow of one region

(e.g., region A) is mainly influenced by regions connecting

with it (region B and C, etc.) or regions nearby (e.g., region

D). Now we consider the impact of region F. Here we choose

a 3 × 3 filter to extract spatial correlations. When the depth

of CNNs is 1, the crowd flow impact of region F will be

spread through path ① to region E. Similarly, when the depth

of CNN is 4, the crowd flow impact of region F will be spread

to region A through path ①–④. In other words, with a 4-

layer CNN-basedmodel, we canmodel the impact of region F

to region A. Likewise, in short-term traffic speed prediction,

we transform our speed data into tensors. Those links which

have greater impact to link k will be arranged connecting

with link k in the speed-tensor. After that, we use multi-CNN

layers to capture the spatial correlations among these links.

With equation (3) introduced in section A, we can get the

representative speed value of IS, OS, SS, and ES of every

link in our road network. For each link in the road network,

we combine

1) speed value of it (S)

2) representative speed value of links connecting with it

(IS, OS, SS, and ES)

vertically together to form a column vector. In this way,

we can get k column vectors with a road network which

contains k links. Then we assemble these column vectors
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horizontally together and the result will be a H × W speed-

tensor. Here H=5 and W= link number.

In fact, there are 12 possible sequence arrangement mode

of the column vector (C2
4C

1
2 = 12). As Fig. 3(b) shows,

travelers drive from IL to L through path ①, the continuity

of traffic flow indicates the close relationship between IS

and S. Besides, as path ② and ③ shows, in weaving section

of L and SL, travelers tend to slow their speed down to avoid

traffic conflict and keep safe. As reasons given above, IL and

SL affect the speed of L much more. Therefore, we set IS

and ES connecting with S in speed-tensor. The sequence

mode we choose is shown in Fig. 3(c). In this paper, we use

speed-tensor of time t − 1 × TI , t − 2 × TI , t − 3 × TI (TI:

time interval), and t − 1day to predict the speed of time t.

We concatenate these four tensors to form a new C ×H ×W

tensor, or a ‘video’ with images as frames. Here C (channel)

= 4, H (height) = 5, and W (width) = link number. As we

mentioned before, we could choose 3D CNNs for our task.

However, the parameters of 3D filters are fixed after training.

All the channels of the input will follows same terms. For

example, we want focus more on channel t − 1day when

timestamp t is on Tuesday, for both Monday and Tuesday are

workdays and the traffic demand on urban roads follows an

similar evolution pattern. The condition will be on the con-

trary on Saturday (weekend) and Friday (weekday). Besides,

the impact of IS, OS, SS, and ES to S will be different in

different road network structures. In this case, we build two

2D CNN layers to mine spatial dependencies and introduce

convolutional block attention module (CBAM) to improve

our model. We choose rectangular filter (3 × 1) to detect

spatial features. The details are illustrated in Fig. 3(c). The

mechanism of CBAM will be introduced in the following

subsection.

C. CONVOLUTIONAL BLOCK ATTENTION MODULE

Attention mechanism has been widely utilized in traffic

prediction tasks to improve the performance of the mod-

els, [37], [38]. With attention block, one model can focus on

important features and suppressing unnecessary ones [39].

In order to emphasize meaningful features along channels

and spatial pixels and compress unnecessary ones, we applied

convolutional block attention module (CBAM) proposed by

Woo et al. in our model [40].

A =



a11 . . . a1n
...

. . .
...

am1 · · · amn


 ,

B =



b11 . . . b1n
...

. . .
...

bm1 · · · bmn




A⊗ B =



a11 × b11 . . . a1n × b1n

...
. . .

...

am1 × bm1 · · · amn × bmn


 (4)

FIGURE 4. The overview of CBAM.

FIGURE 5. Structure of multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

sigmoid(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(5)

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(6)

Firstly, we give the definition of Hadamard Product. Equa-

tion (4) shows the mechanism, where A and B are matrices

with same shape m×n. ⊗ refers to the notation of Hadamard

Product. Two prevailing non-linear activation functions are

used in this paper, which can be defined as (5) and (6).

As the overview of CBAM illustrated in Fig. 4, one CBAM

block contains two sub-modules: channel attention module

and spatial attention module.

The mechanism of CBAM can be divided into 4 steps:

1) Get Channel Attention Vector

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) are basic neural networks

with input layer, hidden layers, and output layer. Fig. 5.

illustrates the structure of MLP with input R
3 and out-

put R5. Pooling is an effective subsample method in CV,

which can keep main features of the input, decrease the

parameters, and avoid overfitting problem. The mechanism

of Pooling is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 demonstrates the

structure of channel attention module. This sub-module get

max-pooling and average-pooling vectors based on the input

tensor F = R
C×H×W . Then these two Pooling vectors are

feed to a (MLP) blocks (parameters shared) and get new

R
C×1×1 vectors. Finally, the module adds these two vec-

tors together and activate the result with sigmoid function

sigmoid(x), which is marked as σ in Fig. 7. The output-vector

is the channel attention vector Mc = R
C×1×1.

2) Channel Attention

Multiply the input F with attention vector Mc(F) and get

channel-refined tensor Fc as (7).

Fc = Mc(F) ⊗ F (7)

3) Get Spatial Attention Matrix
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FIGURE 6. Mechanism of max-pooling and average-pooling.

FIGURE 7. The overview of the channel sub-module.

FIGURE 8. The overview of the spatial sub-module.

Fig. 8 gives the structure of spatial attention module. This

sub-module gets Max-Pooling and Average-Pooling results

based on channel-refined tensor Fc = R
C×H×W (axis: C).

The results of Pooling are R1×H×W metrices. Then the mod-

ule concatenates these two Pooling matrices together and

use convolutional layers to blend them. Finally, the module

activates the result with sigmoid function sig(x) and the out-

put is the channel attention matrix Ms = R
1×W×H . In our

model, we choose 1 × 1 filter to get linear combination of

Max-Pooling and Average-Pooling matrices

4) Spatial Attention

Multiply channel-refined tensor Fc and spatial atten-

tion matrix Ms together as (8). The output is channel-

spatial-refined tensor Fs. In our model, Fs will be the input

of multi-2D CNN layers.

Fs = Ms(Fc) ⊗ Fc (8)

In CBAM,Mc andMs are masks which contain the weight

of channels and pixels of the input tensor. For each input of

speed-tensor, our model can judge the magnitude of impact

among different channels (closeness: t − 1 × TI , t − 2 ×

TI , t−3×TI , period: t−1day) and pixels (IS,OS, S, SS, and

ES) automatically.

D. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NEURAL NETWORK

In this paper, the LSTM neural network is used to capture

the temporal evolution of traffic speed. Traditional recurrent

neural networks (RNNs) has been applied in traffic flow and

FIGURE 9. The structure of LSTM networks.

FIGURE 10. The structure of LSTM cells.

traffic speed prediction. In these models, the number of time

steps ahead should be determined before training, and they

do not work very well on those tasks with long time lags for

gradient vanishing or gradient exploding. However, a traffic

incident may cause traffic congestion in the following hours,

which indicates the strong correlations between two traffic

events with long time-interval. As a special recurrent NN,

LSTM can determine the optimal time lags automatically.

It works well in capturing the long-term temporal dependency

of traffic speed [13], [47].

The structure of LSTM network and cell is shown

in Fig. (9) and Fig. (10), where Xt−1, Xt , and Xt+1 present

speed inputs; Ht−1, Ht , and Ht+1 refer to outputs.

Fig. 10 clearly demonstrates that there are three kinds of

gates hidden in the memory cell. These three gates make

LSTM capable of modeling the long-term dependencies,

which are named correspondingly as ① forget gate, ②input

gate, and ③output gate. They are used to control the infor-

mation added to or removed from the cell state in the next

timestep. The purple and green circles refer to activation

functions: tanh(x) and sigmoid(x). Equation (9) shows the

calculating process of each step in the memory cell, where Xt
represents the input of step t,Ht−1 and Ht denote the output

of step t − 1 and t respectively, ct−1 and ct represent the cell

state of step t − 1 and t , Wx indicates the weight matrix,

and bx refers to the corresponding bias. The mark ⊗ refers

to Hadamard product. In our model, we set Xt−1 as input and

ht as predicted result.

it = σ (WxiXt +WhiHt−1 +Wci ⊗ ct−1 + bi)

ft = σ (Wxf Xt +WhfHt−1 +Wcf ⊗ ct−1 + bf )

ct = ft ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ tanh(WxcXt +WhcHt−1 + bc)
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FIGURE 11. Mechanism of Dropout.

ot = σ (WxoXt +WhoHt−1 +Wco ⊗ ct−1 + bo)

Ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct ) (9)

Besides, the number of parameters in LSTMs is approxi-

mately in direct proportion to the square of the link number as

equation (10) shows. Here n(p)LSTM refers to the parameters

of LSTMs, n(L) is the number of road links.

n(p)LSTM ∝ (2 × n(L))2 (10)

with LSTMs, the training phase for traffic speed prediction

in large scale road network will be difficult. Studies have

proved that overfitting is a serious problem in networks which

contains massive parameters. In this case, we use Dropout

(proposed by Srivastava et al.) to address these problems [41].

Dropout refers to ignoring units randomly during the training

phase [41]. Fig. 11 illustrate the mechanism of Dropout.

In LSTM. Zaremba’s work proved that the dropout-operator

will corrupt the information carried by the units when applied

in input gate. On the contrary, it works well on recurrent

connections like Hx[42]. We utilize this conclusion in our

work.

E. EXTERNAL FACTORS AND FEATURE FUSION

Apart from spatiotemporal correlations, environmental fac-

tors such as road properties, weather, and air quality also

have a significant impact on traffic speed. More specifically,

it is obvious that drivers tend to drive faster on roads with

more lanes for less interference of other vehicles. Meanwhile,

one will drive slower in rainy days since the roads are more

slippery than usual. High concentration of air pollutant (PM

2.5, PM 10, etc.) will lead to low visibility, which will further

cause lower driving speed. Besides, traffic speed of one link

will be different for the difference in traffic demand between

weekdays and holidays.

In this paper, MLP are used to measure and model the

impact of external features. Furthermore, we apply theories

in traditional traffic engineering for the feature merge layer.

When we estimate the free flow speed of one road section,

the environmental effects are always considered as modifica-

tion value. For an example, in multi-lane road, the free flow

speed (FFS) can be calculated as follows [43],

FFS = BFFS − fLW − fLC − fM − fA (11)

where BFFS is a constant which represents the basic free flow

speed, while fLW , fLC , fM , and fA are modification values of

road width, lateral clearance, middle strip type and density

of entrances. Motivated by this, we consider the impact of

external factors as modification value of the road speed.

We useMLP to model it. Equation (12) shows the mechanism

of the data-fusion method. Here ŷt denotes the predicted

traffic speed of all the road links at time step t and h(t)

illustrates the output of LSTMs. We concatenate features of

road information, weather condition (time t), and air quality

(time t) together as environmental features, which is marked

as Xw+r+a
t in (12). The Date-information is treated as date-

feature, which is marked as Xdt in (12).

F. HDL-NET

This sub-section illustrates the data-preprocessing phase of

our work and gives the overview of HDL-net.

1) OUTLIERS

Environmental factors such as weather condition and air qual-

ity cannot be ignored in traffic speed prediction. However,

fluctuation of traffic speed can be caused by abnormal driving

behaviors. Here we consider overspeed. The observed speed

values beyond speed limitation will be treated as outliers.

Equation (13) defines speed-transit function f (x), where l is

used to indicate the speed limitation. This formula is built

under the assumption that if one can drive under such a high

speed beyond speed limitation on one road link, the road

condition is likely good enough for him to follow the rules.

f (x) =

{
l x > l

x x ≤ l
(12)

2) MISSING VALUE

Advanced technology of sensors brings abundant traffic data

for researchers. Based on traces of GPS positions, floating-

car data (FCD) has been collected and widely utilized in traf-

fic state prediction works [44]. Models always need complete

data for better analytical results. However, problems in data

collection and transmission always cause data missing prob-

lem. Researchers have proposed various methods to solve this

problem [45], one of the prevalent methods is linear interpo-

lation, which can be defined as (14) and (15). Here (x0, a)

and (x1, b) represent two known points and (xk , yk ) denotes

missing value yk with a known index xk . It is reasonable to

assume that the concentration of air quality indices varies

continuously with time passing by. However, it is not suitable

for speed data. The recurrent nature of speed data is important

in data-filling.We choose the non-null average speed value of

link k on the same timestamp in different days for our filling

work. Equation (16) illustrates the mechanism,

(x0, a) , (x1, b), (xk , yk )s. t.x0 < x1xk ∈ (x0, x1) (13)

yk = a+
b− a

x1 − x0
(xk − x0) (14)

Skt =
1

m

m∑

i=0

h(Ski)Ski, i = t − 1d, t − 2d, . . .

h(x) =

{
0 x = null

1 x 6= null
(15)
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FIGURE 12. Proposed structure.

where Skt notes non-null average speed value of link k on

time t , h(x) represents judgement function, m refers to the

number of non-null speed values, and d means day. There is

one specific condition, if for all the days in the existing data,

the speed values of link k at one specific timestamp t aremiss-

ing, we will choose the non-null average speed of the time

close to t (e.g., 5, 10, 15 min. . . before) as the inserted value,

until we get a complete dataset. This data-filling method is

defined as (17). S ′
kt is the inserted value of link k at time t , d

means day and p refers to time interval (5 min, 10 min, etc.)

S ′
kt =

1

n

n∑

i=0

h(Ski)Ski, i = t − 1d − p, t − 2d − p, . . . (16)

3) OVERVIEW OF HDL-NET

Fig. 12 illustrates the overall process of our work. The rect-

angle with yellow mark illustrates the structure of HDL-net.

Our work can be divided into 3 steps:

1) Data preprocessing. Including removing outliers, fill-

ing missing data, turning speed records to speed-tensor,

and data normalization. We choose Min-Max normal-

ization to map our input into [0, 1]. Min-Max normal-

ization can be defined as (17). Here x is the initial value,

x ′ is the value after normalization, min and max are

maximum and minimum value of the data.

x ′ =
x − min

max − min
(17)

2) Train our model with preprocessed data, get training

loss based on predicted speed value and the ground

truth, then update the parameters of our model.

3) Evaluate our model with testing data.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. DATA SOURCE AND DESCRIPTION

The floating-car speed data are collected from September.

26, 2019 to October. 7, 2019 in Suzhou. There are about

TABLE 3. Features of road information, weather condition, and air quality.

1.4 million observed speed records each day in the road

network which encompasses 909 links. These links can be

divided into: 489 urban-expressway, 239 primary-arterial,

147 secondary-arterial, and 34 branch-road. There are no

intersections in these road links. The weather condition data

and air quality data are collected from China National Envi-

ronmental Monitoring Centre (CNEMC) and National Cli-

mate Data Center (NCDC) respectively. The floating car data

contains link id, speed value, and timestamp. All the features

of road information, weather condition, and air quality data

are listed. in Table. 3. The time granularity of air quality

and weather condition is 1 hour. The categorical features are

marked in italic style.

In the following section, two measures of effectiveness

are employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed

model: mean absolute error (MAE) and absolute percentage

error (MAPE), which can be calculated as (18) and (19). Here

y(i, t) and ŷ(i, t) indicate the ground truth and predicted value

of the traffic speed of link i on time t . In these two equations,

m is the number of predictions and n refers to the link number

of the road network. np is equal to m× n.

MAE =
1

np

n∑

i=1

m∑

t=1

|y(i, t) − ŷ(i, t)| (18)

MAPE =
1

np

n∑

i=1

m∑

t=1

|y(i, t) − ŷ(i, t)|

y(i, t)
(19)

B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will show the results of our HDL-net

model and compare them with several deep learning meth-

ods including SAEs, LSTMs, 1DCRNs, P-DCRNs, and

HDL-n-net.

• SAEs [29]: Stack n auto-encoder (AE) together. The

output of the k th AE will be the input of the k + 1th AE.

• LSTMs [13]: A special RNN which can determine the

optimal time lags automatically. The input will be speed-

sequence.

• 1DCRNs [30]: Transform speed value of all the links

to 1D vector. Combine 1D CNN and LSTM together to

extract spatiotemporal correlations.
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FIGURE 13. Comparison among different methods in terms of short-term
speed prediction. MAPE: %.

• P-DCRNs: Transform speed value of all the links to

2D matrix. Combine 2D CNN with rectangular filter

(3 × 1) and LSTM together to extract spatiotemporal

correlations.

• HDL-n-net: Base on P-DCRNs, but take environmental

features and date impact into consideration. UtilizeMLP

to train external features. The mark n indicates that the

model does not contain attention mechanism.

• HDL-net: HDL-n-net with CBAM. The attention block

aims to determine that which channel or pixel of the

speed-tensor should be emphasized or suppressed auto-

matically.

The results (MAE andMAPE) of these six different models

on testing data are listed in Table. 4 and visually showed

in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 illustrates the variation ofMAPE andMAE

under different time step. For all these 6 deep learning mod-

els, the prediction error is smaller with a shorter time interval,

which suggests that traffic speed has strongly short-term evo-

lution patterns. As Table 4 shows, as a traditional deep learn-

ingmethod, SAEs fails to extract spatiotemporal correlations.

It does not work well in testing data. On average, the relative

prediction error (or MAPE) is more than 14% under these

3 Time intervals. With LSTMs we have a great improvement

than SAEs, which indicates the remarkable ability of LSTMs

in temporal relationship exploring. The 1DCRNs combines

1D CNNs and LSTMs together to extract spatiotemporal

correlations of traffic speed and get lower prediction error

again.

In order to get a more accurate spatial dependencies,

we build P-DCRNs. The result shows that P-DCRNs can

effectively mine the spatial relationships based on part of

the urban road network structure. The prediction error of

is P-DCRNs is lower than models mentioned above. Fur-

thermore, we consider the environmental features and date

impact into our model and build a hybrid deep learning

structure HDL-n-net. The proposed HDL-n-net outperforms

all the marks for different time intervals. Finally, we intro-

duce attention mechanism to enhance the performance of

HDL-n-net. With CBAM, the relative prediction error of our

model is lower than 6%. Fig. 14 shows the speed observed

TABLE 4. Comparison among different methods in terms of short-term
speed prediction. MAPE: %.

FIGURE 14. Comparison between speed value observed (km/h, without
preprocessing) and speed value predicted (km/h) with HDL-net. Time
interval: 15min.

and predicted with HDL-net. From LSTM to HDL-net,

we improve the model step by step. The error gap from SAEs

to LSTMs is greater than any other two model, which proves

that temporal correlation is a critical factor in short-term traf-

fic speed prediction. In order to evaluate the performance of

our model in different road categories, we choose P-DCRNs

(speed data only), HDL-n-net, (with environmental and daily

features) and HDL-net (attention mechanism) to show detail-

ing results for each urban road category. The results are shown

in Table. 5. The HDL-net which contains attention mecha-

nism CBAM outperformances in every type of urban road

under three different time steps. The results of P-DCRNs and

HDL-n-net indicate that taking environmental and date fea-

tures into consideration in traffic speed prediction is impor-

tant and necessary. Comparing with P-DCRNs, on average,

HDL-n-net get 0.718, 1.074, and 1.091 lower onMAE, 1.409,

2.164, 1.091, and 2.271 lower for MAPE. There is less obvi-

ous relationship found in the differences of models caused

by external factors in different road classes, which indicates

that the impact of external factors is fluctuate and uncertain.

Besides, a shorter timestep can decrease the prediction error

in different road category as well. The average prediction

error of different road category is shown in Fig. 15. All the

models perform better in urban expressway than other type of

roads. In fact, urban expressway is a type of road facility with

full access-control, which means there will be little impact
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TABLE 5. Comparison of MAPE between P-1DCRNs, HDL-n-net, and
HDL-net in different road categories.

FIGURE 15. Comparison of MAPE among different road categories in
terms of short-term speed prediction. EA: Expressway, PA: Primary
Arterial, SA: Secondary Arterial, BR: Branch Road.

of pedestrians and non-motor vehicles on urban expressway.

On the contrast, pedestrians and non-motor vehicles on the

remaining three types road will affect traffic speed a lot.

V. CONCLUTION

In this paper, we proposed a deep learning framework

P-DCRNs and improved it step by step. P-DCRNs combines

2D CNNs and LSTMs together to capture the spatiotemporal

correlations of traffic speed data. P-DCRNs performed well

in short-term speed prediction with time intervals of 5,

10, and 15 minutes. Comparing with traditional SAEs and

LSTMs, the prediction error of P-DCRNs on testing data

is much lower, which indicates that traffic speed flows

a periodical pattern. Furthermore, P-DCRNs works bet-

ter than 1DCRNs which simply combines 1D CNNs and

LSTMs together (0.334 of MAE and 1.09% of MAPE on

average). This result emphasizes that the completeness of

the road network structure is important in spatial depen-

dency mining. Meteorology condition and air quality are

important environmental factors which will affect traveler’s

operation and cause the variation of traffic speed, while

date information can affect the traffic demand, to affect

traffic speed. We improve P-DCRNs to HDL-n-net, which

models the impact of external features as modification val-

ues. On testing data, the prediction error of HDL-n-net is

lower than P-DCRNs (0.669, 1.144, and 1.073 of MAE;

1.149%, 1.681%, and 2.132% of MAPE). More specifically,

among four road categories (urban expressway, primary-

arterial, secondary-arterial, and branch-road), HDL-n-net

achieves improvements than P-DCRNs (0.864, 1.170, 0.752,

and 1.405 in MAE; 1.914, 2.014, 1.961, and 1.915 in

MAPE), which proves the importance of external features

in speed prediction task. To enhance the performance of

our model, we introduced attention mechanism to determine

the importance-degree of channels and pixels of our speed-

tensor. We build HDL-net with CBAM. The results show that

HDL-net outperforms the models mentioned above. In traffic

speed prediction, all the models we choose can perform better

with a shorter time interval. Besides, P-DCRNs, HDL-n-

net, and HDL-net work better on urban expressway, which

has full control of all the access. In this case, we conclude

that speed prediction will be more accurate under a shorter

timestep, as well as roads with less impact of pedestrians and

non-motor vehicles.
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